
              Art is the air that I breathe 

Art is a human activity linked to aesthetic manifestations, made from perceptions, emotions, 

and ideas, with the purpose of stimulating a kind of consciousness in one or more spectators. 

When we talk about it, we can think of music, dance, painting, literature, theater and countless 

other manifestations. And, when I think of these manifestations, I cannot remember a single 

moment of my life when they were not present. 

Maybe the artistic manifestation that first came into my life was the music. I started listening 

to it, and then producing, playing various types of musical instruments, from the harmonica to 

the drums. 

Almost in the same period, I inserted myself in dance, in painting, and also in theater. 

All these manifestations have always been interconnected with each other as I lived them, and 

they were the responsible for turning me into the person I am today.  

I was always an extremely sentimental person, but I could not express all this sentimentality, 

so music comforted me in my moments of anguish and suffering, it sang my happiness with 

me, singing for me all my bad and happy moments. Dancing was a way for me to express 

myself physically, to let myself go, letting the music guide me. Painting has been  a kind of 

therapy, of healing, and it is the way I find to express my inner self. In addition to that, the 

theater has been the artistic manifestation that gave me consciousness, a consciousness that 

resulted in a perception, perception of the world, of the people around me, and especially a 

perception of myself. This consciousness given to me by theater makes me experience things 

in their totality and see all the complexity present in the world and in beings, it makes me 

understand me and also feel me in the most beautiful and attentive way.  

The contact with all these arts shaped me as a human being and continues shaping me, guiding 

me to a vision of a better world, but also making me face reality, giving me the option of 

escaping, but showing that confronting everything is the better output. Moreover, as I come to 

understand art, I come to accept myself more and this made me leave behind fears and 

insecurities, and, then, I have become more confident.  

For, after all, everything is art, we all are art, and just like it, we all are singular beings, with our 

particularities, and our beauty, and we can be sensed, interpreted and perceived in different 

ways by other beings, sometimes in negative ways, but also in positive ways. Therefore, when 

we experience art, when we understand it, when we feel it, and take it  with ourselves, we 



become free. That is why art is the air I breathe, it is the remedy and cure of all my pains and 

blockades, it is the most pure, simple and true way of expressing myself to others, to the 

world, and to myself. 

 


